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Abstract: Immense research has been going on with cryptography as the base. It's not about anything new it's just an intelligent communication
without others getting to know about it. Encryption is more popular then Steganography and watermarking as it doesn’t give a single data and
differs from the initial image as its has redundancy and bulk of data capabilities as well support all types of digital files. other image encryption
techniques likes AES,DES,RSA etc exhibit very weak security and weak anti-attack ability.. As an exchange of data through the internet, we
have proposed a new method for encrypting and decrypting an image by based on chaotic logistic map sequence and random shuffling done by
stream cipher algorithm .By using logistic map sequence a random sequence is generated as an array of dimensions of different numbers .Then
the RC4 algorithm used for any random shuffling (dependent on the content of an array created by CLM) of the array created by the RC4 first
algorithm. Then in the second RC4 algorithm in this cycle, the value of each color is been changed (by using the Array Result of the First RC4
algorithm) Pixel while all the pixels of the image has been changed so the encrypted image is more secure. And when we do that, we create an
encrypted picture that is completely different and does not show any information regarding the plain image, suggesting that it is really a
significant encryption that cannot easily be decrypted using brute-force or other types of attacks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Encryption is being used by ancient Greeks and Romans to
send secret messages with are being encrypted by a password
Or secret key, although they focused on text only in the
beginning, but then they try to implement these encoding and
decoding techniques on the other types of multimedia like
images, videos, etc. For now, we will focus on images as
another example of multimedia protection, on the first years of
work they used the same methods that have been used in the
text (RSA, AES... etc.). However, those encryption schemes
seem to be inappropriate for images because of some image
features, such as high capacity, superfluous, and high-pixel
correlations. In addition, these code schemes require additional
operations on compressing an image data, so this requires a
long calculation period and a high computing power In real
time transmission significant latency is shown due to a low
rate of encryption and decryption. In recent years,
cryptographic projects have proposed new and effective ways
to develop image encryption security. These schemes have a
simple structure that implements changes by permutation and
the diffusion stages. However, most algorithms face problems
such as lack of stability and security [1]. In 1989[2] Chaosbased cryptographic graphical system is been introduced as an
effective encryption. Chaos-based is used to hide digital
information during transmission. It has many other features
besides other algorithms, such as sensitive dependence on
initial conditions, not period, exclusion, non-convergence and
control parameters. The dimensional chaos system provides
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simplicity and high security and lot of studies are carried out
which suggest to accept and approved it. One of the
advantages of using chaotic system is its sensitivity means
while having a change of bit will produce totally different
cipher and leads to produce confusion and diffusion .In this
article, we provide a digital encoding scheme based on RC4
stream cipher. RC4 is a simple algorithm, although there are
some weaknesses as shown in fig [3] and [6], but will be
integrated with the chaotic system to make it virtually
impossible to break. We use the key generator used by [4] to
divert the key to the initial value, then we use this initial value
on the Logical Map Chaotic (CLM) function to generate the
random number order. Which was then added to 256 Standard
byte streams and modulo 256 when encryption was created (or
by adding 256 to the encoded byte stream cipher, taken out of
the pseudo-random number and removing module 256 when
processing the decryption process). Image Encryption using
Affine Transform and XOR by Amitava Nag: In this proposed
algorithm there is 2-step encryption and decryption process in
which affine transformation and then XOR operation is
performed. The value of pixel of image is being redistributed
to other location using a transformation with 8-bit keys. Block
of 2*2 which we get by dividing the image into blocks (2*2)
and then encoded with the XOR operation via four 8-bit key
[10]. The total key size used in the algorithm is 64 bits. In this
we can consider the result after transition and the relationship
between pixels value is highly reduce-able.
Image Encryption and Decryption Using Blowfish Algorithm
in Matlab[11]: Encrypting and Decrypting Images Using a
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secret-key Block called 64 Bit Blowfish are considered to
enhance security and increase productivity. This
the algorithm is used as a significant 448-bit key size. It uses
the Feistel network in which a simple function is repeatedly
used 16 times to enhance security. The algorithm is safe and
highly secure against unauthorized attacks. The proposed
algorithm was designed and implemented using MATLAB.
So, if the number of iterations increases the algorithm
becomes stronger. Since Blowfish has been known to be less
and don’t have any valid issues, it can be considered a perfect
standard encryption algorithm.
A Keyless approach to Lossless Image Encryption [12]: This
method uses a "no key" method optimized for image
encryption without lossless of the RGB image by the other
three methods to encrypt images: encrypted keys, split images,
and multiple shares. This method increases security and
increases storage capacity with SST technology. In this, the
security is enhanced as to increase in dividing a bit more
pixels over the image. The quality of decrypted is maintained
using the keyless approach as it leads to maintain the
originality of image.
Image Encryption using CAT Mapping and Chaos Approach:
An Approach which uses CAT Mapping for achieving image
discretization. This method uses regular changes to achieve
image encryption. Different image sizes can use different
encryption cycles for encryption. This encryption method has
the ability to effectively encode by placing the best parameters
to achieve the best encryption of the image. Sensitivity
analysis has shown that this approach has the ability to
scrambling pixel coding, image manipulation, and change. For
encrypted security, this method is highly variable to the text
which may attribute to handle the plaintext attack under
different situations [13].
A robust image encryption algorithm resistant to attacks and
chaotic logistic map: by using DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid)
operations and chaotic maps and encryption method is
constructed [14]. The first step to DNA encodes and a mask is
generated by using one-dimensional chaotic map, afterward, a
mask is being added with the DNA encoding using DNA
addition with the help of matrix permutation using 2d chaotic
map the mean result is DNA complemented and then
converting DNA to encrypted images.this technique is totally
invertible and has the power to resist text and statistical
attacks.

II. REALTED WORK
Many attempts have been made in the past to encrypt digital
images. In [ 21] [22], they use two CLM functions, in which
the first CLM is used to generate 24 pieces of real numbers
which is then converted into integer form. Furthermore, 24
pieces of an integer are used to generate initial value and for
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the second CLM, which is used to perform image encryption
process. Different approaches tend to do in [23], where they
use a combination of CLM function and the genetic algorithm
to encrypt the digital color image. CLM is used to generate 4
pieces of chaotic sequences which is then converted into 4
pieces of keystream. The generated key streams are then used
to control the process of crossover and mutation. The use of
CLM function is also used by [24], the combination of cipher
block chaining (CBC) method and the CLM function is used
to encrypt the image. The main idea is doing encryption on 4bit of the most significant bit (MSB) at each pixel and then
operate them in CBC mode.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: on section II,
we will explain our proposed algorithm with some examples to
see how it works, after that we will make some tests to prove
that this proposed algorithm has robust security this will be in
section III, then the last section will be the conclusion section.

III. PROPOSED IMAGE ENCRYPTION
SCHEME
In this, encryption and encryption of image are done by using
chaotic key sequence generated by logistic map and random
shuffling done by RC4.Chaotic maps are very nonlinear
dynamic system which is very complicated and used in
encryption because they are very much sensitive to the initial
condition and capable of generating good pseudorandom
sequences. Chaotic systems have certain properties such the
sensitive dependence on initial condition and system
parameters: non periodicity and topological transitivity .there
are lots of chaotic based encryption schemes have been
proposed and use a different type of chaotic maps. RC4 is
stream cipher which provides byte-oriented operation and
flexible key size. Basically, this algorithm is based on
random permutation. It has been discovered that the
algorithm has an overwhelming period of probably >10100
and the output byte requires 8 to 16 machine operation which
makes hard to crack A key having the variable length of 1 to
256 bytes can be used for initializing a 256-byte state vector
S ,having elements S[0],S[1]….S[255]. Output produced
from S is a byte by selecting one of the 255 entities in a
systematic way when each K value is generated; the entries in
S are permutated once again.
First Stage: CLM In the first step, we take a key “owner key”
which is 16 characters long, then it is converted to it
hexadecimal equivalent and them it reaches to CLM block.
The goal of image encryption is being achieved by
employing the chaotic logistic map.
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multiplication and division is 0.987654321 the result after
conversion is 987654321.

Stage Two: RC4 stream cipher
1) As a first step in RC4 algorithm, an array called “S” is
created. Where the content of it are set equal to the
values from 0 through 255 in ascending order; such as,
S[0]=0, S[1]=1, …, S[255]=255.

Fig 1 Proposed Image Encryption
Xn+1

=

λ. Xn (1 – Xn)

(1)

In this we take (i.e. λ = 4) as it is the system constant of
which leads to highly chaotic case .With the help of logistic
map we calculate the initial condition X0 with the following
equation
X0 = (X01+ X02 ) mod 1

2) In further step, initial permutation of array S is produced
array U. For each S[index], swap S[index] with another
byte in S according to the content of U[index], and other
parameters (for better clarification, see algorithm 1). This
will cause the content of S still contains all the numbers
from zero through 255.
3) By using PRGA , Streams generation is done, and then
swapping S[index] with another byte of S is do

(2)

To find (X01 and X02) we need to split the external key into two
groups G0 and G1. By using these two groups, the real
numbers X01 and X02 can be calculated using equations (3) and
(4)
X01 = (k0 * 2⁰ + . … + k₁ ₅ * 215) /215
(3)

(4)

X02

=

(k16 * 2⁰

+ . … + k₁

* 215) /215

By CLM equation is used by the initial value to
generate an array of pseudo random numbers. Generally, the
chaotic process uses initial value X0 to get X1, then X1 value
will be used to get X2, and so on.
After obtaining each Xn value, we multiply it by
image width and divide the result by image height. Then the
result would be converted into integer, which is done by
taking eight1 points starting after decimal point of the real
numbers. For example, if we take value of Xn after
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During the decryption process (Algorithm 4) adding of 256
to each byte of RGB is done then after this deducted from
the output generated by the step three (PRGA) and then the
result would be modulated by 256, this is also repeated to
the other channels and to the rest of the image pixels
values.
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(Algorithm 3) In this for every RGB channel the output of
the last step to one of the channel value and afterward the
modulo 256 is taken .This process is execute again and
again for other channels and pixels..
While the decryption (algorithm 4) process is done by
adding 256 to each byte of the RGB and subtracts it from
the outcome of 3rd step and after it that would be modulated
by 256 ,This process is execute again and again for other
channels and pixels

ISSN: 2321-2152

Initial value generated X by use of the secret key and
logistic map ,U is an array which is being produced from
the initial value .S is initial array generated by KSA and
S’ is permutation produced by KSA .

V.

SECURITY ANALYSIS

A encryption system should be secure and robust enough
to handle all kinds of attacks In this section, to evaluate
the efficiency of the new proposed algorithm different
parameter are checked were to prove its robustness.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this area, results of the new proposed encryption algorithm
are here. Our encryption system works on both color and grey
images with different sizes and image formats, however, the
speed might vary with image size. By applying the algorithms
above, we get the results in Table 1 and Figure. 2, which shows
the keystream generated by chaotic logistic map, and some
values of the initial condition.

A. Key sensitivity analysis
effective encryption
algorithm should be sensitive with respect to key that
means if an alteration of single bit is done in the key it
will definitely create a different encrypted image [5] ,[7] .
lets take a key “shdfhdhefoeuabhd” and the decrypted the
cipher-image using another key which is different from
first one with a single bit “shdfkdhefoeuabhd” . the result
will be totally different from the original image .from the
result shown it is clear that the decryption done with a key
which is single bit different is producing different result
and leads to high key sensitively.

A)
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B)
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(c)
A.

Key space analysis

In this encryption depends entirely on the secret keys
means how much secure is key to be cracked and more large
space for key leads to the more secure key. Large key space
for key makes the brute force attack hardly possible .From
the keyspace we are able to get a different pattern of keys .
in our proposed image cipher there are 2128 different
combinations hence not possible to have any kind of brute
force attack.
B. Histogram analysis
An image-histogram is basically the representation of pixels
at each color intensity level which is being distributed by
graphing the pixels of an image. In order to have an
idealistic ciphered image in histogram’s sight of view, the
histogram of the image must have the parallel distribution of
pixels with the color intensity value. By analyzing histogram
for the images in Figure. 4a, and Figure. 4b, We have seen
in the histogram of each RGB channel is uniform and
significantly different from the other histograms of the
original image, and so it does not give any hint to employ

Figure 4. Histogram analysis (a) plain image, (b) ciphered image,
(c), and (d) arehistograms of plane and ciphered image,
respectively

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new encryption method based
is one of the best chaotic logistic maps and RC4 fusion
algorithm method .we just tried a better algorithm in respect
to its security, robustness, and efficiency. it is basically
developed to send an image on the internet without having
any worry of information leak and also one of the important
features that are key sensitivity and having on a chance of
any brute force attack on it.
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